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Northern Sacramento Bike Trail 

My project was making a map of the Northern Sacramento Bike Trail. I also added a 
feature layer of all the parks in Sacramento. I labeled the maps that are physically along the 
bike trail. I also added symbology to show the start and end of the bike trail. 

My purpose was to show the start and end of this bike trail because it is just not common 
knowledge amongst the people I know about where the bike trail truly starts and ends. 

I used several GIS data management methods. First I wanted to get the map 
downloaded from All Trails I do not have the paid for version so my route for executing this was 
downloading the excel sheet then turning it into a CSV file. Which essentially gave me the 
points along the map. However I could not figure out how to input the points as a line so I just 
ended up individually linking the points which was quite time  consuming. At first just by creating 
lines it did not look right so I realized there was the “snapping” feature that snaps the lines 
together. This gave me the result I wanted. From there I wanted to add symbology of a star to 
show the starting and beginning point of the map.To do so I went to Insert and added a feature 
class of “Bright Map Notes” which gave me so many options. It was a little overwhelming since 
there were so many options and when adding the “Bright Map Notes” it did not just add point 
features but features for polygons and line notes so trying to discern what I really wanted took 
some time. I also wanted the main streets to be highlighted so I downloaded a file from the 
cloud that highlighted the main streets in Sacramento. I changed the symbology on the streets 
to blend in but a little more bold. I also wanted to have the parks highlighted. Again I went to the 
cloud and downloaded a file that had all the counties, districts, rivers, pretty much anything you 
can imagine in its own feature class so I figured out how to remove all the other layers and just 
have the parks added to the layer. Lastly I labeled the parks along the actual bike path so that it 
was legible. This was tricky for me because it first took a long to find where I could actually add 
the text. Which was just literally clicking the down button on the insert I would see the feature 
class added for text but I haven't quite figured out how to actually add the text to the map. So 
what I realized is that once you add the layer you must go to Edit and from there click on the 
text layer, and can edit and add text. The legend was my next point of trouble because when I 
went to add it had features for all points even ones I had no used. So one I was able to hide 
those I had to figure out how to edit them. I had to ungroup the features which allowed the text 
and symbols to be edited. Initially they were all different sizes and different alignments. So one I 
figured out how to ungroup them I was able to edit them to fit to scale. However some of the 
features I had used were not showing up on the legend and I found it easiest to use the dynamic 
text and rectangles to manually add the line for the bike trail and the box for the parks on the 
bike trail. 

I learned that all the features and options to edit them are interlinked in the top tabs and 
once I realized that it made it easier to figure out. Also I learned that there are several ways to 



do one thing in this program. Furthermore saving is so important, because you can make edits 
but if you don't hit the save button in the “edit” tab it will not save. 


